2022 RECOVERED
FUTURES ART EXHIBITION

Sponsorship
Prospectus

Your exciting opportunity to sponsor an iconic Brisbane art exhibition
raising awareness of mental health, recovery and wellbeing.

Contact

Proudly hosted by

Hannah Hoffman
Manager Communications & Events
0416 185 267
hannah.hoffman@rfq.com.au
recoveredfuturesshop.rfq.com.au

@recoveredfutures

YOUR
opportunity

'Blossom
Time' by
Robert
"Bob" Maas

AT A GLANCE
A mainstay on the Brisbane art calendar for over 30 years and major Queensland Mental Health Week
event, the Recovered Futures Art Exhibition will open from 8 to 13 October 2022 in Brisbane City Hall
and King George Square. The curated exhibition is a major charity event, displaying 200 artworks by
artists with a lived experience of mental illness. It offers great benefits to sponsors, including:
identification with a significant art exhibition in its own right
increased brand awareness via sponsor recognition including exposure to over 2,500 exhibition
attendees and 6,500 visitors to our online store
improved brand image through event co-branding with a highly regarded and leading Queensland
community mental health provider
a meaningful staff engagement opportunity through attendance at the Opening and exhibition
week, supporting you in meeting your corporate social responsibility commitments
an exclusive opportunity to purchase artwork before the event opens

Richmond Fellowship Queensland acknowledges that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are the original and continuing
custodians of the land and waters. We pay our respects to the Old People, Elders and Leaders past and present and extend our
recognition to their descendants who are present. We recognise, highlight and celebrate the unique position of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples in Australia’s history, cultures and future.
RFQ embraces diversity and is committed to inclusive communities.

SUPPORT AN EVENT
with purpose

'Isolation'
by Dean
Crozier

THE IMPACT
Every exhibiting artist of the Recovered Futures Art Exhibition has a lived experience of mental
illness, either through their own direct personal experience or in their role as a carer or family
member. Each artwork sold delivers 85 per cent of the proceeds directly to the artist and in
2021, sales exceeded $32,000. While the exhibition provides a meaningful opportunity for
artists to sell artwork, its real value in terms of what it provides to the individual cannot be
measured. Creating art is a powerful component of the healing journey for exhibiting artists.

“What I found fascinating, going through the exhibition, was
knowing that everyone has gone through a similar journey.
Not the same, but there are shared experiences. Looking at
the artwork, you could see that people were at various
points on that journey too – some were regaining control
and others were still unmoored, like ships at sea. It was an
honour to be in such good company.” - Dean Crozier
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2021 EVENT
achievements
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YOUR
investment

'Grace' by
Phoebe
Hofsteede in
collaboration
with Nikita
Magdelena

The 2022 Recovered Futures Art Exhibition provides a meaningful opportunity for businesses
to align with the premier Queensland Mental Health Week event hosted by Queensland’s
leading community mental health provider.

FILLED

FILLED

PLATINUM SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSOR

LIMITED TO ONE SPONSOR

LIMITED TO THREE SPONSORS

LIMITED TO FOUR SPONSORS

Acknowledgement on event
promotional material, online
store and social media
Full page advertisement in the
Exhibition catalogue
Platinum tier logo positioning
on banners positioned at City
Hall & King George Square
Four complimentary tickets to
the Opening & exclusive
preview
Acknowledgment during the
Opening address by RFQ CEO
A selection of artworks of your
choice to the value of $2,000
Opportunity to have your
company's pull-up banner
displayed on stage at the
Opening event
YOUR INVESTMENT
$ 1 0 , 0 0 0 plus gst

Acknowledgement on event
promotional material, online
store and social media
Quarter page advertisement in
the Exhibition catalogue
Gold tier logo positioning on
banners positioned at City Hall
& King George Square
Three complimentary tickets to
the Opening & exclusive
preview
Acknowledgment during the
Opening address by RFQ CEO
A selection of artworks of your
choice to the value of $1,000

YOUR INVESTMENT
$ 5 , 0 0 0 plus gst
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Acknowledgement on event
promotional material, online
store and social media
An eighth page advertisement
in the Exhibition catalogue
Silver tier logo positioning on
banners positioned at City Hall
& King George Square
Two complimentary tickets to
the Opening & exclusive
preview
Acknowledgment during the
Opening address by RFQ CEO
A selection of artwork of your
choice to the value of $500

YOUR INVESTMENT
$ 2 , 5 0 0 plus gst
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CONTACT
us

'Thoughts on
Toast' by
Nina Hurr

To become a sponsor or for more information, contact Hannah Hoffman, Manager Communications
and Events on 0416 185 267 or hannah.hoffman@rfq.com.au.
For more information about the Recovered Futures Art Exhibition, visit the website or view the full 2021
artwork collection.

ABOUT YOUR EVENT HOST
RFQ provides professional recovery-orientated, psychosocial services and national telehealth
services. RFQ combines the inspirational vision and values of our founders with progressive thinking,
advanced research and evidence-based practice to realise its vision: a future recovered for people
facing mental health challenges and social disadvantage.
"At RFQ we support people in recovery. We inspire hope and empower people. We work with our
partners to support people’s recovery. Together, we can recover futures."
For more information about RFQ visit rfq.com.au.
“I have been through a lot, but I’ve finally found the recipe that works to keep me well.
Art is a big part of that, and I’m just grateful that people seem to like my stuff. I want to
contribute to a world where all people can feel hopeful for their futures through loving
and accepting the lives they have.” - Nina Hurr
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